When the Covid-19 pandemic rst began, we were all impacted. Within our condo community,
social events were postponed and our amenity building was closed for a prolonged period of
time. In an e ort to stay healthy and connected, the way we lived our lives had to be adapted
to try to meet our needs while complying with public health orders. One such solution was to
spend more time outdoors, especially as businesses, entertainment centres and tness
facilities were closed.
During this time, an idea was proposed regarding the under-utilized land within our complex.
What if we created an outdoor space, larger than our EUAs, where residents could go to spend
time? To create a suitable space, the proposal was to fence the area surrounding the south
corner of the Amenity Building. Although there are several trees surrounding the corner, there is
a clearing which allows a great deal of sunlight. This proposal takes into consideration the
safety of children as well as considering the needs of residents surrounding the pond area by
creating an alternative area to gather. The idea of fencing the area and adding a few picnic
tables is the main proposal. Approval of this proposal can open up future suggestions, such as
putting in a re pit and/or raised garden beds.
Two (2) quotes have recently been received as to the cost of installing a privacy fence (vinyl) in
this area (see picture below, may not be exactly as shown). This includes replacing the current
wood fence surrounding the pool patio. The lesser quote of the two (2) was estimated at ~
$30,000. Due to the nature of this proposal, a Special Resolution would be required and 75%
approval by owners would be needed to move forward with the project. This proposal was
created with the health, well-being and safety of residents in mind.
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